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/EINPresswire.com/ -- According to

Stratistics MRC, the Global Genetically Modified Seeds Market is accounted for $22.25 billion in

2020 and is expected to reach $39.10 billion by 2028 growing at a CAGR of 7.3% during the

forecast period. Rising demand for crop production and the rise in the adoption of biofuels are

the major factors propelling the market growth. However, environmental concerns are

hampering market growth. Some of the key players profiled in the Genetically Modified Seeds

Market include BASF SE, Bayer CropScience, Calyxt Inc., DowDuPont, JK Agri Genetics Ltd.,

Maharashtra Hybrid Seed Company (MAHYCO), Nuseed Pty Ltd, R. Simplot Co., Stine Seed Farm,

Inc, Syngenta, Bayer AG, Monsanto Company Inc., Land O’Lakes, Sakata Seed, Takii Seed, DLF

Seeds and Science, Kleinwanzlebener Saatzuch SAAT SE, and Groupe Limagrain.

Browse Complete report with TOC @ https://www.strategymrc.com/report/genetically-modified-

seeds-market

The Global Genetically Modified Seeds Market is majorly driven by increasing demand for crop

production and the rise in the adoption of biofuels. The herbicide tolerance segment is growing

at the highest CAGR due to it provides protection against weeds and enhances crop yield. North

America dominated with a significant market share owing to the high adoption of genetically

modified or biotech crops. Asia Pacific market is growing at the highest CAGR owing to it provides

enhanced crop yield against fluctuating environmental conditions such as drought and salinity.

Genetically Modified Seeds Market report provides an in-depth study and forecast about the

industry covering the complete overview of the market that will assist convey clients and

business-making strategies. The industry’s supply chain and market size, in terms of value, have

been derived by extensive research methods. Our report enables readers to understand details

of the market, latest trends, key drivers and constraints, opportunities, threats, volume and value

forecasts, and various investment opportunities for manufacturers operating in the global and
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regional markets. Genetically Modified Seeds Market report also offers company profiling with

detailed strategies, financials, key products, and recent developments along with SWOT analysis

of profiled players and Porters five forces for deep insights.

This report offers market monitoring related to a particular area of clients interest and provides

up to date information related to strategic initiatives like mergers, acquisitions, partnerships,

expansions, product launches for leading companies on a regional scale depending on the

clients subscription period for various industries or markets. Our data is constantly updated and

revised by team of research experts so that it always reflects the recent trends and information.

We have high experience in research and consulting for different business domains to provide to

the necessities of both individual and corporate clients. Our experienced team uses proprietary

data sources and different tools and methods to gather and analyze information.

Request a Sample of this research @ https://www.strategymrc.com/report/genetically-modified-

seeds-market/request-sample

We offer market estimations, forecasts, regional segmentation for the market which covers the

world’s largest economies, and CAGR of any prominent country in the report as per the client's

interest. We have high experience in research and consulting for diverse industry domains to

supply to the requirements of both individual and corporate clients. Our research teams are a

permutation of shrewd experience and young exuberance that reflects in the quality of the work.

Our report provides data information related to the strategic initiatives such as partnerships,

mergers, acquisitions, collaborations, expansions, agreements, product launches, and joint

ventures for the foremost companies on a regional scale for the assorted markets in the

industries. Our experienced consulting team uses proprietary data sources and different tools

and methods to collect and analyze the information and is their mettle and stance towards

providing the best to our clients that makes the reports be prominent.

Browse the latest market research reports by Stratistics MRC:

Seed Drills Market Forecasts to 2028 – Global Analysis By Product (Disc Seed Drill, Tine Seed

Drill), Technology (Mechanical Seed Drills, Pneumatic Seed Drills) and By Geography

Fruit Sorting Machinery Market Forecasts to 2028 – Global Analysis By Product (Mechanical Fruit

Sorting Machinery, Automated Fruit Sorting Machinery), Fruit Type (Fresh Fruit, Whole &

Processed Fruit, Frozen Fruit) and By Geography

Oilfield Biocides Market Forecasts to 2028 – Global Analysis By Product Type (Organic Biocides,

Inorganic Biocides), Application (Upstream, Midstream, Downstream), Type (Ammonium

Chloride, Chlorine) and By Geography
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business models and enhance their business growth in the competitive market scenario. We

have a strong team with hand-picked consultants including project managers, implementers,

industry experts, researchers, research evaluators and analysts with years of experience in

delivering the complex projects. We track 30+ industries and cover 800 market segments.

Call us +1-301-202-5929 now for personal assistance with your queries.

Email: info@strategymrc.com

Follow us on LinkedIn: https://bit.ly/3ngfYIC

Follow us on Twitter: https://bit.ly/3BKeBWG

View all Covid-19 Exclusive reports @ https://bit.ly/2XvD1EQ
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